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CONFLICTS PRAGMATISM

Patrick J. Borchers*

I. INTRODUCTION

As the sun sets on the youth of the conflicts revolution and the
dawn of its middle age arrives, it is worth asking what the revolution
has accomplished, and what-if anything-remains to be accom-
plished. The conflicts vocabulary in the United States has been dra-
matically reoriented. And, as I have pointed out elsewhere, the
revolution has wrought a dramatic increase, in tort cases anyway, in
the propensity of courts to apply forum law and to favor recovery
and local parties.1 But, as one moves away from tort cases-the
center of the battle-to other areas, the damage to the structure of
the First Restatement of Conflicts is less dramatic. To be sure, in
contract cases the vocabulary has shifted away from the lex loci con-
tractus to other rationalizations, such as the "center of gravity."' In
practice, though, contracts decisions are less freewheeling,3 and doc-
trine matters less because of the broad autonomy of parties to agree
in advance to the applicable law." Other pillars, such as the situs rule
for real property disputes, remain untouched."

What accounts for the uneven nature of the change? Interest anal-
ysis, the major theoretical competitor to the First Restatement,
claims to set forth an entire theory of conflicts, not one limited to
tort cases.' Why is it that even the most devoted judicial adherents of
interest analysis cling to formulae such as the situs rule for real prop-
erty disputes and the law of the marital domicile for distribution
upon divorce? 7 And why is it that even when courts make an overt
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Patrick J. Borchers, The Choice-of-Law Revolution: An Empirical Study, 49 WASH. & LEE

L. REV. 357, 374 (1992).
2 Auten v. Auten, 124 N.E.2d 99 (N.Y. 1954).
' See Willis L.M. Reese, American Trends in Private International Law: Academic and Ju-

dicial Manipulation of Choice of Law Rules in Tort Cases, 33 VAND. L. REV. 717, 737 (1980).
E.g., RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONFLICT OF LAWS § 187 (1969).

o EUGENE SCOLES & PETER HAY, CONFLICT OF LAWS 743 (2d ed. 1991).
o BRAINERD CURRIE, SELECTED ESSAYS ON THE CONFLICT OF LAWS 77-127 (1963) (applying in-

terest analysis in the contract context).
7 See, e.g., Wong v. Tenneco, Inc., 702 P.2d 570, 577 (Cal. 1985) ("[1It is a fundamental

principle of the law of conflicts that questions relating to control of real property are to be
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effort to reexamine these familiar rules in light of the changes to
choice of law, they inevitably wind up where they started?8

I think that an examination of these phenomena yields some fruit-
ful avenues of inquiry for choice of law. I will begin-in Part II-by
examining the jurisprudential bases of the conflicts revolution. The
principal philosophical engines for the revolution-legal positivism
and realism-provided a basis for attacking the First Restatement.
Positivism, however, has difficulty accounting for multistate cases,
and any conflicts rule faithful to positivism must tilt towards forum
law. Legal realism, on the other hand, accounts for multistate cases
more easily, but in so doing calls upon courts to consider substantive
preferences, something most courts profess not to do. The realists,
however, for the most part resisted this aspect of their critique, and
either refused to set forth an affirmative theory of conflicts,9 or en-
dorsed interest analysis, despite its tension with realism.' °

In Part III, I will argue that the jurisprudential theory of pragma-
tism accounts for multistate cases much more comfortably than does
positivism. Pragmatism is a broad theory with advocates that span
the political spectrum." In borrowing pragmatism for conflicts pur-
poses, I do not mean to endorse any particular strain of it, nor do I
necessarily advocate all the tenets that are ascribed to this theory.
I do mean, however, to borrow one central tenet, which is that law is
best seen as an "activity"'" or "enterprise, ' 13 and not as a set of con-
cepts discernable as such solely by virtue of their "pedigree.' 4 The
activity theory of law, I shall argue, allows for a coherent account of
what judges do in multistate cases.

In Part III, I also will argue that this theory has implications for
choice of law. A pragmatic approach to conflicts counsels courts to

determined by the law 6f the jurisdiction in which the property is located."); Slodowski v.
Slodowski, 383 A.2d 1188 (N.J. Super. Ct. Ch. Div. 1978) (New Jersey law applies to distribu-
tion of marital property because it is the situs and marital domicile). Not all academics, how-
ever, are fond of these well-entrenched rules. See, e.g., RUSSELL J. WEINTRAUB, COMMENTARY ON

THE CONFLICT OF LAWS 460 (3d ed. 1986) (criticizing situs rule for real property disputes).
8 See, e.g., Mazza v. Mazza, 475 F.2d 385, 391-92 (D.C. Cir. 1973) (retaining rule that estate

tax burdens governed by law of the decedent's last domicile even in light of an examination of
the "interests" and the "policies" of the respective states).

See 5 WALTER W. COOK, THE LOGICAL AND LEGAL BASES OF THE CONFLICT OF LAWS ix (1942).
10 See, e.g., DAVID F. CAvERS, THE CHOICE OF LAW: SELECTED ESSAYS, 1933-1983, at 184 (1985)

(suggesting that Reich v. Purcell, 432 P.2d 727 (Cal. 1967) is a "false conflict" case).
" See, e.g., RICHARD A. POSNER, THE PROBLEMS OF JURISPRUDENCE (1990); RICHARD A. RORTY,

RELATIVISM, PRAGMATISM AND IRRATIONALISM IN CONSEQUENCES OF PRAGMATISM 160 (1982).
12 POSNER, supra note 11, at 225 ("The law is not a thing [judges] discover; it is the name of

their activity.").
13 LON L. FULLER, THE MORALITY OF LAW 74 (rev. ed. 1969).
" Cf. H.L.A. HART, THE CONCEPT OF LAW 92-93 (1961).
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consider substantive values in multistate cases. A start in this direc-
tion involves grouping legal rules into two familiar categories. One
category-loosely referred to as "conduct-regulating"-is those rules
whose primary purpose is to provide parties with guideposts to con-
form their conduct.1 5 Rules such as speed limits, the priority of secur-
ities on real property, and the validity of contracts are good examples
of this category. The other category-loosely referred to as "loss-
allocating"-is rules whose primary purpose is to determine the con-
sequences of an unplanned transaction."6 Rules of strict liability, neg-
ligence liability, and defenses to non-intentional torts are good exam-
ples of this category. I will argue that, as to the first category of rules,
conflicts pragmatism requires hard and fast rules that are likely to
vindicate the expectations of parties. As to the second category of
rules, conflicts pragmatism demands that courts apply a substantive
rule that does individualized justice between the parties.

In Part IV, I will argue that pragmatic concerns have influenced a
wide variety of academic efforts. Most obviously, they have influ-
enced writers such as Leflar and Juenger who advocate open consid-
eration of substantive preferences in choice of law.17 However, prag-
matism has also influenced the Second Restatement, as well as
writers who primarily adhere to interest analysis or other approaches
nominally indifferent to substantive preferences.'

In Part V-paying special attention to the New York Court of
Appeals-I argue that not only does conflicts pragmatism provide a
theory of what courts ought to do in multistate cases, it often pro-
vides a reasonably accurate description of what courts actually do in
multistate cases. In other words, conflicts pragmatism is both norma-
tive and descriptive.

II. JURISPRUDENTIAL BASES

One recurring, and embarrassing, question is why courts ever do
anything besides apply forum law. This is not a question that con-

" Babcock v. Jackson, 191 N.E.2d 279, 284 (N.Y. 1963) ("Where the defendant's exercise of
due care in the operation of his automobile is in issue . . . it is appropriate to look to the law of
the place of the tort so as to give effect to that jurisdiction's interest in regulating conduct
within its borders .... ").

16 Schultz v. Boy Scouts of America, Inc., 480 N.E.2d 679, 684-85, 685 n.2 (N.Y. 1985);
Babcock, 191 N.E.2d at 284-85.

'7 See infra notes 130-39 and accompanying text.
" See infra notes 146-54 and accompanying text.
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flicts writers have ignored. 19 How that question is answered is central
to any conflicts theory, and the varying answers to that question have
had much to do with the jurisdictional predilections of the theorist.

Joseph Beale, the reporter for the First Restatement of Conflicts,
gave one answer to the question. Despite its circularity,20 Beale
adopted the "vested rights" theory of choice of law, and argued that
the only law that could claim application to a transaction was that of
the place. of the liability-creating event. Beale, writing in the 1930s,
concluded the "modern" view was that "the applicability of law to
the juridical facts must be determined as of the time of their occur-
rence."2 Beale thought this "last event" theory nearly self-evident,
but had other justifications in mind as well. Following the convention
of his day, he believed in a "general system of legal thought which
constitutes the legal order, the common law."22 Thus, Beale set him-
self apart from the Austinian school which recognized law as existing
only by virtue of the command of a sovereign.2 8 Beale, following Su-
preme Court precedent, 4 put choice of law in this general (or "un-
written law"2 5) category, not in the other broad category usually
called "municipal" law.26 Accordingly, for Beale, the enterprise of a
restatement of conflicts made perfect sense.27 A restatement was a
matter of collecting the best evidence (judicial decisions) of the con-
tent of these general principles and setting them forth'
systematically.28,

Beale also offered a pragmatic justification for his system. The
"last event" standard produces a fair measure of certainty and uni-
formity. He explained:

International trade could not be carried on as has now become
necessary unless the trader could be assured that he would

19 See, e.g., LEA BRILMAYER, CONFLICT OF LAWS: FOUNDATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 13
(1991); FRIEDRICH K. JUENGER, CHOICE OF LAW AND MULTISTATE JUSTICE 42-46 (1993).

" See Patrick J. Borchers, Professor Brilmayer and the Holy Grail, 1991 Wis. L. REV. 465,
468 (book review) ("Beale's methodology, however, assumed precisely what it was designed to
prove: that territorial connecting. factors were entitled to primacy in any choice-of-law
scheme.").

21 1 JOSEPH H. BEALE, A TREATISE ON THE CONFLICT OF LAWS 2 (1935) (emphasis added).
" 1 id. at 20.

'3 1 id. at 22-25; see also JOHN AUSTIN, THE PROVINCE OF JURISPRUDENCE DETERMINED AND

THE USES OF THE STUDY OF JURISPRUDENCE 9-33 (Isaiah Berlin et al. eds., 1954).
24 E.g., Suydam v. Broadnax, 39 U.S. (14 Pet.) 67 (1840).
25 1 BEALE, supra note 21, at 22.
2" 1 id. at 22-25. Beale defines this second category as "[tihe positive law formulated and

fixed by a legislative body." 1 id. at 23.
27 1 id. at 43.
21 1 id. at 10 ("[W]ith [Americans] any opinion of any common-law court is equally a source

of knowledge of the principles of the Conflict of Laws.").
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not be placed absolutely at the mercy of the vagaries or un-
known requirements of the local law, but would find a well-
established body of law to protect his rights.29

Thus, Beale offered a time-honored explanation for not always apply-
ing forum law: its rote application upsets party expectations and
leads to forum shopping.

Beale tried to argue in his treatise that his jurisprudence was a
branch of positivism,"0 but it is difficult to see how this can be so.3

Beale, as we have seen, put choice of law in the category of "general
law." Even though Beale did not view the common law as entirely
immutable, he believed it at least partially resistant to change
through judicial decisions.3 2 And Beale thought his "last event" the-
ory sufficiently well-embedded to defend it angrily against the at-
tacks that were to come.3 Thus, Beale belongs in the "natural law"
camp, and his theory is a product of that outlook.3 4

Beale's treatise and restatement were ill-timed. 5 The 1920s and
1930s saw a dramatic rise in the influence of the legal realists. Real-
ism involved two independent, but related, attacks on the prevailing
jurisprudential wisdom. The first attack on the conventional wisdom
was as to how courts actually decide cases. Although much of legal
reasoning is couched in terms of formal logic, the realists argued that
this was a pernicious, charade.36 Judges, according to the realists,
hardly ever reach decisions by simple application of the minor pre-
mise (the facts) to the major premise (the legal rule) to reach a con-
clusion. Pretending that this is so is both silly and harmful. Silly,
because legal rules are always (or almost always) indeterminate, and
pretending otherwise is to engage in "mechanical jurisprudence. '37

Harmful, because this mode of reasoning blinds courts and everyone
else to the "real" nature of the judicial process. 8

" 1 id. at 4.
" 1 id. at 33.
'1 See BRILMAYER,.supra note 19, at 18-19.

I2 1 BEALE, supra note 21, at 39-40.

" 1 id. at xiii-iv; see also JUENGER, supra note 19, at 92-93.
3' See BRILMAYER, supra note 19, at 18-19.
'6 Id. at 31; JUENGER, supra note 19, at 92.

See generally Karl N. Llewellyn, Some Realism About Realism-Responding to Dean
Pound, 44 HARV. L. REV. 1222 (1931). One of the common points of departure, according to
Llewellyn, of all realists is "[d]istrust of traditional legal rules and concepts insofar as they
purport to describe what either courts or people are actually doing." Id. at 1237.

37 See, e.g., Bindczyck v. Finucane, 342 U.S. 76, 85 (1951) (Frankfurter, J.); United States v.
Spelar, 338 U.S. 217, 223 (1949) (Frankfurter, J., concurring).

38 See generally Llewellyn, supra note 36.
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The realists' second attack on the conventional wisdom was to de-
bunk the notion that legal rules are anything but an. exercise in.polit-
ical power. 39 Thus, the notion of a natural, immutable common law
was incoherent to the realists. Without some higher central court or
legislature, to speak otherwise disguised that even decisions appeal-
ing to the common law were exercises in governmental coercion. 0

Beale and the First Restatement made a perfect target because
they allowed the realists to promote both of their central contentions.
Walter Wheeler Cook, an influential opponent of Beale's system, at-
tacked both pillars in the first few pages of his book The Logical and
Legal Bases of the Conflict of Laws."' Cook argued against the "de-
ductive" method of reasoning-which he ascribed to Dicey and
Beale 42 -and proposed to replace it with an inductive or experimen-
tal approach.43 In so doing, Cook attacked the related notions that
choice of law was a matter of clarifying largely self-evident, immuta-
ble premises, and that courts must and do adhere to the major prem-
ises in arriving at their conclusions." Cook's fellow travelers,
Lorenzen and Yntema, concluded that Beale's system rested entirely
on fictional assumptions.5 The remedy, according to Lorenzen,
"would strip it of all fictions and deal with all phenomena a
posteriori.""

Another realist, David Cavers-a former pupil of Beale-launched
a similar two-pronged assault just as the First Restatement was com-
pleted. As Cavers noted, the contributions of Cook and Lorenzen
were "negative, but . . . important nonetheless. '4 First, Cavers, join-
ing company with Cook and Lorenzen, argued that courts do not in
practice adhere to the broad rules that they pronounce and are set

'o LORD LLOYD OF HAMPSTEAD, INTRODUCTION TO JURISPRUDENCE 458-59 (4th ed. 1979) ("[T]he
realists have done good work in emphasizing both the essentially flexible attitude of the judici-
ary toward developing precedent . . . and the operation of concealed factors in judicial law-
making....").

40 Id. at 455-68.
" 5 CooK, supra note 9, at 1-8.
40 5 id. at 4-8.
" 5 id. at 8. Cook defined this "inductive method" of reasoning as one "in which the so-

called 'laws of nature' are reached by collecting data, i.e., by observing concrete phenomena,
and then forming, by a process of 'trial and error,' generalizations which . . . [enable us] to
predict future observations." 5 id. at 3-4 (citations omitted).

" 5 id. at 45-46.
40 Ernest G. Lorenzen, Territoriality, Public Policy and the Conflict of Laws, 33 YALE L.J.

736, 748 (1924); Hessel E. Yntema, The Hornbook Method and the Conflict of Laws, 37 YALE
L.J. 468, 474 (1928).

46 Lorenzen, supra note 45, at 748.
" David F. Cavers, A Critique of the Choice-of-Law Problem, 47 HARv. L. REV. 173, 175

(1933).
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forth in the First Restatement. In support, Cavers catalogued many
of the important "escape devices" in Beale's system.4 8 Second, and
more important, Cavers argued against the "jurisdiction-selecting, '49

result-blind 0 nature of Beale's theory. As he summarized his objec-
tion to the prevailing wisdom:

[Under the traditional system,] [t]he court must blind itself to
the content of the law to which its rule or principle of selec-
tion points and to the result which that law may work in the
case before it. The conflicts rule having pointed out the juris-
diction in which the appropriate law may be found, judicial
scrutiny of that law, except for the purpose of its application,
is henceforth proscribed.

On the question of why ever depart from forum law, the realists
had a simple answer. They set forth their "local law" theory, which
postulated that courts don't actually apply a foreign rule.2 Instead,
courts apply a version of forum law adapted to look like foreign law.
This fit with the realists' view that judicial decisions are exercises of
political power and that Beale's system rested on fictional
assumptions.

The realists were intent on diagnosis of the disease, but less eager
on the matter of a remedy.53 Cook, for instance, completely dis-
avowed any duty to set forth an affirmative theory, preferring instead
to "weed" the "intellectual garden" of the conflicts of laws.5 4 Cavers
made some tentative steps in the direction of an affirmative theory in
his early writings, but stopped far short of a meaningful theory of
choice. For instance, working through hypothetical problems, he ad-
vocated a "complete depiction" of the operative facts,5 5 and a "mea-
surement" of the competing policies.5 6 His ultimate proposal, how-
ever, was vacuous. He called on courts to examine the "result" of the
applications of the competing rules "from the standpoint of justice
between the litigating individuals or of those broader considerations
of social policy which conflicting laws may evoke. ' 57 But as to how to
resolve the inherent tension between systemic values, such as cer-

48 Id. at 182-87.
'9 Id. at 173.
O Id. at 180.

" Id.
" See, e.g., CAVERS, supra note 10, at 45-55; 5 COOK, supra note 9, at 20-21.
" CAVERS, supra note 10, at 40-44.
1' 5 COOK, supra note 9, at ix (quoting Gilbert Lewis).
'6 Cavers, supra note 47, at 188.
56 Id. at 190.
" Id. at 192.
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tainty and ease of application, and the demands of individualized
justice, Cavers was not clear." He seemed to recognize that realism
pointed towards individualized consideration of cases, but that the
general orientation in conflicts had always been in the opposite. 9

Cavers, occupied with other endeavors,60 wrote little more on choice
of law until the conflicts revolution was well underway.

The job of setting forth an alternative to Beale's system fell to
Brainerd Currie almost three decades later. Cavers' 1933 article heav-
ily influenced Currie,61 as did Cavers' insistence that courts must
take account of the contents of the rules competing for application.
But by the time Currie wrote, the once-rising star of legal realism (at
least in its pure form) had been partially eclipsed by legal positivism.
Positivism, though, was nothing new in 1958 when Currie set about
the task of reshaping conflicts doctrine. In the previous century, John
Austin's lectures on jurisprudence, which defined law as a sovereign
command, 2 not a product of "natural reason,"63 articulated the basic
premise of legal positivism. Legal realism and positivism thus united
in their opposition to the natural law theory that so heavily influ-
enced Beale.

The existence of a common enemy to positivism and realism tends,
however, to obscure important differences between the two. Almost
contemporaneously with Currie's writing, Oxford professor H.L.A.
Hart published The Concept of Law," a powerful reworking of legal
positivism generally recognized as the twentieth century's most im-
portant Anglo-American work on jurisprudence.6 5 Hart, unlike the
realists, admitted the possibility of courts formulating and applying
legal rules. Whereas realists are generally skeptical about the deter-
minacy of legal rules and argued that cases turn on individual consid-
erations for which legal .rules are a cloak, 6 Hart acknowledged the
existence of cases that could fairly be said to be controlled by an
existing legal rule. 7

" Id. at 193.
I Id.

o CAVERS, supra note 10, at 39-40.
61 David F. Cavers, A Correspondence with Brainerd Currie, 1.957-1958, 34 MERCER L. REV.

471, 489 (1983).
6' AUSTIN, supra note 23, at 365.
s' Cf. THOMAS AQUINAS, TREATISE ON LAW 15-16 (Gateway ed. 1964).
*4 HART, supra note 14.
66 See RONALD DWORKIN, TAKING RIGHTS SERIOUSLY 7, 16 (1978).
6 See supra notes 36-37 and accompanying text.
e HART, supra note 14, at 124-26.
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For the realists, discussion of a comprehensive test for what counts
as "law" made little sense. Their skepticism about the existence of
legal rules, and belief that judicial decisions are indeterminate, led
them to say that "law" is a circumlocution for a "prediction" or
"prophecy" of how courts will decide a case.6 8 Here again, Hart ar-
gued that this was not so. Instead, Hart argued, legal systems have a
test for separating legal from non-legal rules, which Hart called a
"rule of recognition." 69 Hart pointed out that the realists' account
leads to peculiarities. For instance, if law is nothing more than pre-
dictions of judicial outcomes, then accurate, private advice from a
lawyer and legislation stand on the same footing because both suc-
cessfully predict court behavior. Hart's "rule of recognition," how-
ever, distinguishes legislation from advice. Legislation comes within
the scope of recognition-passage by both houses and the absence of
a presidential veto in the case of federal acts-and thus obtains a
legal "pedigree," while private advice does not.7"

Thus, for Currie, the jurisprudential landscape was less skeptical
than for Cavers, Cook, and Lorenzen. Although the positivists and
the realists both believed in the "political," as opposed to the "natu-
ral," conception of law, the skeptical outlook of the realists elevated
the concerns of individual justice and demoted the task of formulat-
ing rules, distinguishing them from the positivist tradition. But posi-
tivism made the enterprise of formulating rules, or at least an all-
encompassing approach or theory, more plausible. The skepticism of
the realists undoubtedly launched a "shaft [that] went home" 71 on
Beale's system, and for that reason it is widely believed that Currie's
approach is a species of realism.72 Currie's approach, however, is
more faithful to positivism than realism, and this has important
consequences.

08 See, e.g., Cavers, supra note 43, at 175; Oliver W. Holmes, The Path of the Law, 10 HARV.

L. REV. 457, 472-73 (1897).
69 HART, supra note 14, at 92-93 (defining a "rule of recognition" as a rule having "some

feature or features possession of which . . . is taken as a conclusive affirmative indication that
it is a rule of the group to be supported by the social pressure it exerts.").

" Id. at 134-44.

" WILLIS L.M. REESE ET AL., CASES AND MATERIALS ON CONFLICT OF LAWS 492 (9th ed. 1990).
" E.g., Harvey Couch, Book Review, 59 TUL. L. REV. 845, 855 (1985) ("Is it consistent with

the vaunted realism of interest analysis.to maintain that a state has an interest in protecting a
former domiciliary?"); cf. BRILMAYER, supra note 19, at 104-05 ("While Currie's system re-
flected international realist premises . . . one finds in looking at Currie's paradigm examples
that they departed radically from this philosophical point of view.").
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Currie's approach to choice of law has been the subject of almost
endless restatements and reformulations. 73 Thus, the utility of a com-
plete review here would be limited .7 But even without the benefit of
extended restatement, it appears clear that Currie's approach is
rooted more firmly in positivism than realism. First, Currie's ap-
proach to choice of law has a strong affinity to forum law.75 In fact,
Currie went so far as to state his entire methodology as an exception
to the application of forum rules. Currie argued that "a court should
never apply any other law except when there is a good reason for
doing so.''76 Such a tack, he concluded, is "sensible and clearly consti-
tutional, 7 7 and as far as Currie was concerned, no good reason ex-
isted for applying foreign rules unless the parties had a common, for-
eign domicile. 8

Second, in contrast to the realists' deep skepticism about the de-
terminacy of legal rules and principles, Currie showed remarkable
confidence in the tools of traditional legal analysis. He argued that
his approach to choice of law was an outgrowth of the "familiar
[processes] of construction or interpretation. ' 7 9 This assertion rested
on Currie's insistence that because "[law is an instrument of social
control," 80 legal rules-even antiquated ones-could be distilled into
statements of singular state policies. 81 This process required him to
imagine the existence of anthropomorphized states82 with wants,
desires, and human emotions such as selfishness8" and altruism. 4

The connection with positivism is hard to miss.8 5 Currie's insis-
tence that all legal rules imply discernible state policies requires the
simplifying construct of an anthropomorphized, all-powerful state
"sovereign." Positivism employs a similar model of a singular sover-
eign with authority over its "subjects. 80 This reliance upon the rela-

See, e.g., Robert A. Sedler, The Governmental Interest Approach to Choice of Law: An
Analysis and a Reformulation, 25 UCLA L. REV. 181 (1977).

" For a summary of limited utility, see Borchers, supra note 20, at 470-72.
7' See, e.g., CURRIE, supra note 6, at 9, 119.
78 Id. at 119.
77 Id.

78 Id. at 111.
79 Id. at 183-84.
80 Id. at 64.
8 Id. at 85.
82 Id.

83 Id. at 89.
84 Id. at 94.
8 Others have spotted it as well. See, e.g., JUENGER, supra note 19, at 159-61.
88 See, e.g., HART, supra note 14, at 49-60.
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tionship (or "position ' 87) between "sovereign" and "subject" is iden-
tical to Currie's assumption that governments have an "interest" in
the application of legal rules to those with some durable connection,
such as residence or domicile. 88 These same factors make resort to
forum law a necessary component of any choice theory connected
with positivism, a component manifestly present in interest
analysis.89

Conflicts theories other than interest analysis may well be consis-
tent with positivism, just as approaches other than Beale's may be
consistent with natural law theories. My point is more limited. Cer-
tain basic jurisprudential assumptions are common to interest analy-
sis and positivism, and this affinity explains, at least in part, the re-
sults Currie reached. Basic assumptions are common to natural law
and Beale's theory, and this explains in part the results Beale
reached. The question remains whether one could begin from a dif-
ferent set of assumptions and reach a theory more satisfactory than
either of the two orthodoxies. Let us turn, then, to that question.

III. CONFLICTS PRAGMATISM

As we have seen, by the time the conflicts revolution arrived, the
job of setting forth an affirmative theory fell not to realism, but in-
stead to positivism. But had realism seized the day in conflicts, in-
stead of just wresting it away from Beale, the consequences might
have been radically different.

Legal realists were skeptical about the determinacy of legal rules.
For the realists, every (or almost every) case is a "hard" one that
could be decided either way.90 Thus, the realists argued, although
judges write as if legal rules preordain their decisions, these "rules"
are mostly phantoms used as post hoc rationalizations." The "real"
nature of the judicial process is that cases are decided according to
the predispositions of judges, and the judicial process would be im-
proved if all understood that this is what really goes on. 2

This skeptical attitude stands in stark contrast to both conflicts
orthodoxies-interest analysis and Beale's system. Currie and Beale

8 From which positivism derives its name. HAMPSTEAD, supra note 39, at 184 n.66.
88 CURRIE, supra note 6, at 85-86.
8' JUENGER, supra note 19, at 32-34.

See K.N. Llewellyn, On Reading and Using the Newer Jurisprudence, 40 COLUM. L. REv.

581, 594-96 (1940).
Id. at 595.

" Id. at 595, 600, 604-05.
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thought that a great many choice of law cases are "easy," although
they disagreed on which were easy and how they should be decided.
Currie, for instance, considering hypothetical variations on the con-
flicts chestnut of Milliken v. Pratt,9 3 argued that those cases in which
the parties have a common domicile were so simple as to "present no
real conflicts problem."94 Such an assertion is not the product of
skepticism, but rather a certitude approximating dogma.9 5

Instead of Currie's approach, one would have expected realism to
produce an approach that treats conflicts cases like other "hard"
cases and focuses on the result reached. Instead of focusing on imagi-
nary problems, such as whether the anthropomorphized embodiment
of a state would "desire" to have its law applied to a controversy,96

one would have expected realists to be concerned with the real-
world consequences of decisions in multistate cases. For instance,
with regard to the hypothetical problem that so fascinated
Currie-application of a rule of a married woman's incapacity to con-
tract-one would have expected the realists to direct the focus to the
social utility (if any) of this rule. Cavers came close to advocating
such an inquiry."7 By the time Currie arrived on the scene, however,
he adamantly denied that any such inquiry was necessary or even
possible. Currie asserted that any case involving a conflict of state
interests, even those resting upon outdated rules, presents "problems
that cannot be solved by any science or method of conflict-of-laws." 98,

One can hardly imagine a more non-skeptical, un-"realistic"
assertion.

Lurking in the background, though, is the direction faintly sug-
gested by Cavers of focusing instead on "results."9 Perhaps a juris-
prudential realignment away from positivism and natural law will
mark some new paths. A complicating factor, however, is that many
now compete for the mantle of realism. Writers spanning the political
spectrum, from Critical Legal Studies to the Law and Economics
schools, trace their heritage to the realists. °00 The perhaps even

" 125 Mass. 374 (1878).
"' CURRIE, supra note 6, at 107.
" Cf. Friedrich K. Juenger, What Now?, 46 OHIo ST. L.J. 509, 514 (1985) (discussing

"Currie's dogma").
96 CURRIE, supra note 6, at 83-85.
9 Cavers, supra note 47, at 190 (evaluation of the merits of the 'competing rules "will inevita-

bly enter" the calculus).
" CURRIE, supra note 6, at 107.
" Cavers, supra note 47, at 192.
l00 E.g., POSNER, supra note 11, at 25-27; John Stick, Can Nihilism Be Pragmatic?, 100 HARV.

L. REV. 332, 356-57 (1986).
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broader term "pragmatism" includes writers from Posner to Rorty,
both of whom have some philosophical kinship with Holmes. '

I have no desire to untangle this mess. But, for our purposes, one
critical tenet of these schools sets them apart from the positivistic
and natural law schools that animate the current conflicts orthodox-
ies. That tenet, refined from Holmes' famous assertion that laws are
"prophecies of what the courts will do,"'102 is that law is best seen as
an "activity, '"103 "enterprise,' '104 or "institution,"'' 05 recognizable as
such by the officials who engage in it. Viewing law in this way, as
opposed to a set of concepts with a "pedigree" distinguishing them as
"legal" (as distinct from "moral" or of some other origin),'0 8 carries
with it some potentially important implications for choice of law.

The central implication is that there is no good reason to imagine a
gulf between the considerations relevant in multistate and local
cases. Judges deciding cases with interstate elements are engaging in
a "legal" activity just as surely as judges deciding local cases. None-
theless, it is orthodoxy that "substantive preferences" ought to be
irrelevant in multistate cases. For instance, the most recent tentative
draft of the American Law Institute's Complex Litigation Project
confidently asserts that "choice of law rules should not be designed
so as to promote substantive policy preferences for one party rather
than the other.'10 7

One of the reasons for this infrequently eiamined belief is that
multistate cases are thought to implicate systemic issues in a way
that local cases do not.'10 Nevertheless, although conflicts writers
seem reluctant to admit it, they do not have a monopoly on the con-
flict between "systemic" and "individualized" values. For instance, a
court attempting to decide, in a purely local case, whether to create a
"discovery" exception to a statute of limitations must consider "sys-
temic" values and "substantive" criteria.'0 9 Such a court is required
to consider the values promoted by not creating such an exception

101 POSNER, supra note 11, at 26-28.
102 Holmes, supra note 68, at 461.

,o3 POSNER, supra note 11, at 225.

'04 FULLER, supra note 13, at 74.

'WILLIAM L. TWINING, KARL LLEWELLYN AND THE REALIST MOVEMENT 175-84 (1973) (dis-
cussing Llewellyn's view).

100 HART, supra note 14, at 92-93. For further discussion of Hart's "rules of recognition," see

supra notes 64-70 and accompanying text.
107 COMPLEX LITIGATION PROJECT, ch. 6 introductory note, at 82 (A.L.I. Tentative Draft No. 3,

March 31, 1992).
.o Id. § 6.01 cmt., at 92-93.

"9 See, e.g., Fernandi v. Strully, 173 A.2d 277 (N.J. 1961).
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(ease of application and uniformity of result) and those promoted by
creating an exception (fairness in the individual case). 110 Few would
assert that such a choice can be made in a "value-free" manner.
Rather, the beacons of substantive law-the utility of each approach
for these and future litigants-light the judge's path."'

The question then becomes: Why is it that similar choices can be
made in a "value-free" manner in multistate cases? Freed from the
notion that "legal rules" are a set of concepts, and looking at law
pragmatically (or "realistically") as an activity being carried out by
judges and other governmental officials, the answer is that such
choices cannot be made in a "value-free" manner. Judges are en-
gaged in the same activity or enterprise whether they have before
them a local or a multistate case.

Recast in this way, it becomes clear that substance has been there
all along in choice of law. The best arguments raised in favor of the
First Restatement-uniformity of result, ease of application, and
avoidance of forum shopping"'-are substantive law arguments. Spe-
cifically, they are arguments based on the uniformity of treatment of
litigants and the reduction of the costs of litigation. Not surprisingly,
these are exactly the arguments that favor a "hard and fast" statute
of limitations." 3 The arguments raised to attack the First Restate-
ment are no less substantive. The argument that the place-of-the-
injury rule in torts cases produces "absurd" and "unjust" results'" is
a species of the argument that any general rule can produce harsh
results that must be mitigated. Not surprisingly, this is exactly the
argument that favors a "discovery" exception." 5

Conflicts pragmatism means bridging the perceived gulf between
the values that are thought to inform choice of law and substantive
law. It means realizing that the considerations which guide a choice
between competing ways of deciding a local case are not absent in a
multistate one. It means figuring out, as judges have done since the
dawn of the common law, whether the decision is a good or a bad
one. It means worrying about whether decisions in multistate cases

"' Id. at 279 (finding that statutes of limitation and delayed discovery mean that "considera-
tions of individual justice and the considerations of repose are in conflict and other factors may
fairly be brought into play.").

" Id. at 279-86.
1 See, e.g., Paul v. National Life, 352 S.E.2d 550, 555 (W. Va. 1986).
"' See, e.g., Columbia Eng'g Int'l, Ltd. v. Espey, 429 So. 2d 955, 959 (Ala. 1983) (discovery

exception would "emasculate the statute of limitations").
"' See, e.g., Kilberg v. Northeast Airlines, Inc., 172 N.E.2d 526, 528 (N.Y. 1961).
"' See, e.g., Fernandi v. Strully, 173 A.2d 277, 279-80 (N.J. 1961).
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make people's lives better or worse instead of whether they will ap-
pease some hypothetical "sovereign".

Let me suggest how this task of bridging the imagined gulf between
substantive and conflicts values might begin. Many writers and
courts have hypothesized a distinction between "conduct-regulating"
and "loss-allocating" rules of law."' Conduct-regulating
rules-including traffic laws,117 the validity of contracts,118 and the
priority of liens on real property-are such because they are forward
looking. Their dominant purpose is to set out guideposts to allow
persons to shape their conduct so as to give rise to predictable legal
consequences. A person can know that by driving under the speed
limit, signing an agreement, or perfecting a security interest, he or
she is avoiding or taking certain risks. Loss-allocating rules are differ-
ent. These rules-including negligence, 9 strict liability, and defenses
to non-intentional torts' 20 -are such because they are backward look-
ing. Their dominant purpose is to look back to an unplanned transac-
tion, paradigmatically an accident, to determine who should bear the
loss and in what proportion.

Of course, the distinction between loss-allocating and conduct-
regulating rules is not always sharp, and the classes may well not ex-
haust all legal rules. Some rules of negligence, most notably malprac-
tice liability, affect conduct in certain ways, such as encouraging the
purchase of insurance.1 2 But it is a serviceable distinction, just as the
distinction between "substance" and "procedure" is serviceable de-
spite well-documented difficulties of application in marginal
circumstances.

1 22

The substantive values that underlie these two. broad classifications
are different. In the case of conduct-regulating rules, certainty and
predictability are at a premium. Pragmatic choice of law fosters these
values in conduct regulation. This can be accomplished by hard and
fast rules that are likely to comport with the subjective expectations

"' See, e.g., Babcock v. Jackson, 191 N.E.2d 279, 284 (N.Y. 1963); CURRIE, supra note 6, at

69 (referring to loss-allocating rules as "rules of decision").
117 Babcock, 191 N.E.2d at 284.
118 CURRIE, supra note 6, at 69 (rule of invalidity of contract if formed on a Sunday is an

example of a "rule of conduct").
"9 Id. at 68-69.
120 Babcock, 191 N.E.2d at 284.

Cf. Rosenthal v. Warren, 475 F.2d 438, 448 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 414 U.S. 856 (1973)

("[Tihe Massachusetts damage limitation is considered by insurance companies in calculating
premiums for liability insurance issued in Massachusetts.").
"I See generally John H. Ely, The Irrepressible Myth of Erie, 87 HARV. L. REV. 693 (1974)

(discussing varying boundaries between substance and procedure in the Erie context).
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of the parties. For example, a pragmatic choice-of-law rule for traffic
laws, such as speed limits, would be the place of the conduct. One
would think it bizarre to have any other rule. A rule that chose, for
instance, the place of registration of the car would lead to peculiari-
ties. A person driving a California-registered car through New York
on a rural stretch of four lane highway would be immune from a
speeding ticket for travelling 60 m.p.h. (because California law allows
speeds of up to 65 m.p.h. on such roads), while a driver in a New
York-registered car could be ticketed (because the maximum speed
in New York is theoretically 55 m.p.h.). Regulating by the law of the
place of the conduct avoids the anomalies and vindicates practical
expectations.

A pragmatic choice-of-law rule for the priority of liens on real
property would be the situs of the real property. In order for a
lienholder to make an accurate appraisal of the value of his security
interest, he must know who is ahead of him in line at any foreclosure
sale. An uncertain, difficult to apply choice-of-law approach would
greatly frustrate such an appraisal. The situs rule has the twin vir-
tues of making the choice-of-law calculation easy and comporting
with the intuitive expectations of all concerned.

But just as the values that underlie substantive law do not remain
constant across its full spectrum, the values that underlie choice of
law also vary. Hard and fast rules work well for conduct-regulating
rules because of the purpose of those rules. There is, however, no
reason to believe that the same approach will work well for loss-
allocating rules. Loss-allocating rules, as we have seen, look back to
unplanned events and attempt to assign the loss justly. Predictability
matters less because the liability-creating event is unplanned. Of
course, the most just manner for the allocation of loss can be, and
often is, controversial, and courts frequently struggle visibly with
these decisions. 123

However, if courts are to approach conflicts of loss-allocating rules
pragmatically and fulfill the substantive values underlying these
rules, they must assess the justice of the competing rules. Any non-
pragmatic approach will promote justice only by happenstance. It
matters not whether the choice is based on the place of the accident
(as the First Restatement counseled),124 the domiciles of the parties
(as Currie counseled),'125 a combination of the two (as the Second Re-

123 For example, the California Supreme Court struggled with the question of whether to

abandon contributory negligence in Li v. Yellow Cab Co. of Cal., 532 P.2d 1226 (Cal. 1975).
"I RESTATEMENT OF CONFLICT OF LAWS § 377 (1934).
i21 CURRIE, supra note 6, at 82-86.
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statement counseled),' 26 the alphabetical ordering of the states, 2 7 or

the flip of a coin. Any approach that fails to consider the justice of
the competing methods of apportioning the loss will inevitably ap-
portion the loss unjustly in some cases, and thereby frustrate the
substantive values.

Of course, justice in loss allocation is a controversial matter, as the
variety in United States tort law attests, and choosing the most just
of the competing rules is not always easy. However, courts struggle
with these same value judgments in local cases.'28 Often courts will
consider their own state's law superior, but experience shows that
this is not inevitable.'" Even though disagreements as to the wisdom
of each of varying approaches to loss allocation will persist, and even
though some forum bias will exist, the alternative is untenable. The
alternative-ignoring the merits of the competing rules-will frus-
trate substantive policies just as surely as would a rule requiring
courts to choose the law in real property disputes by a roll of dice.
And if choice, in this context, is to be made pragmatically and the
gulf with substantive law bridged, the justice of the competing rules
must be the determinant.

IV. ACADEMIC PRAGMATISM

In the preceding section, I set forth the outlines of a theory of
choice that looks directly to substantive values. This is at odds with
the conflicts orthodoxies, which teach that substantive preferences
are irrelevant, and that courts should look instead to hypothetical
constructs such as "governmental interests" and "vested rights."
This concern with determinants nominally removed from substantive
preferences has dominated, and continues to dominate, academic
writing on choice of law in the United States. Nonetheless, there is a
pronounced undercurrent of pragmatism (defined, as I have sug-

126 See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONFLICT OF LAWS §§ 6, 145 (1969).

', As Currie once proposed, perhaps tongue-in-cheek. See CURRIE, supra note 6, at 608-09.
122 See, e.g., Li v. Yellow Cab Co. of Cal., 532 P.2d 1226 (Cal. 1975).

"" E.g., Offshore Rental Co, Inc. v. Continental Oil Co., 583 P.2d 721, 726 (Cal. 1978) (Cali-
fornia's " 'archaic and isolated'" rule must" 'yield to the more prevalent and progressive law' "
of Louisiana) (quoting Paul A. Fruend, Chief Justice Stone and the Conflict of Laws, 59 HARV.

L. REV. 1210, 1216 (1946)) (emphasis omitted); Bigelow v. Halloran, 313 N.W.2d 10, 12-13
(Minn. 1981) (Iowa's rule of survival of tort liability is superior to the forum state's rule of non-
survival); Brazones v. Prothe, 489 N.W.2d 900, 908 (S.D. 1992) (Amundson, J., dissenting);
Hunker v. Royal Indem. Co., 204 N.W.2d 897, 908 (Wis. 1973) (Ohio law applied because "it is
founded on a rational basis and serves a discernible purpose in our industrial society").
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gested, as a willingness to consider substantive values in multistate
cases) in academic writings.

The leading American pragmatist is Robert Leflar. In two influen-
tial law review articles published near the time of the commencement
of the revolution, 30 Leflar set out his five-factor test for choice of
law. Leflar's five considerations are "predictability of results," "main-
tenance of interstate and international order," "simplification of the
judicial task," "advancement of the forum's governmental interests,"
and "application of the better rule of law."13 Leflar's list is decidedly
pragmatic, but especially so in two ways. First, Leflar recognizes that
the applicability of the various considerations varies with the sub-
stantive issue involved. Thus, for cases in which predictability is at a
premium, such as in land title disputes, Leflar advocates straightfor-
ward rules of choice, such as the situs of the real property.' 32 In other
areas, in which advance planning does not take place, Leflar advo-
cates a far more flexible approach.133

Second, Leflar's approach is pragmatic in its inclusion of the "bet-
ter rule of law" as a factor. This is exactly the consideration that
Currie argued was irrelevant.13' Its inclusion-at least in the loss-
allocating context-is the hallmark of a pragmatic approach. Al-
though Leflar's approach is not dominant either among academics or
courts,' he clearly identified the basic determinants of a pragmatic
approach to choice of law.

Another leading writer, perhaps even more squarely in the prag-
matic mold than Leflar, is Professor Juenger. As early as 1969,
Juenger advocated a "better law" approach in torts cases 3 e and ar-
gued that "[t]he time seems ripe for administering a generous injec-
tion of pragmatism to a body of law suffering from an overdose of

"o Robert A. Leflar, Choice-Influencing Considerations in Conflicts Law, 41 N.Y.U. L. REV.

267 (1966); Robert A. Leflar, Conflicts Law: More on Choice-Influencing Considerations, 54
CAL. L. REV. 1584 (1966) [hereinafter Leflar, More Conflicts Law]; see Mary J. Morrison, Death
of Conflicts, 29 VILL. L. REV. 313 (1983-84) (endorsing Leflar's approach as applied by the Min-
nesota Supreme Court on the ground that it allows for assimilation of substantive policies into
choice of law).

"31 Leflar, More Conflicts Law, supra note 130, at 1586-88 (altered from original).
Id. at 1588.
Id. at 1591.

"3, CURRIE, supra note 6, at 104-06, 133, 153-54.
'" Only five states explicitly follow Leflar's approach. See, e.g., Wallis v. Mrs. Smith's Pie

Co., 550 S.W.2d 453 (Ark. 1977); Milkovich v. Saari, 203 N.W.2d 408 (Minn. 1973); Clark v.
Clark, 222 A.2d 205 (N.H. 1966); Woodward v. Stewart, 243 A.2d 917 (R.I. 1968), cert. dis-
missed, 393 U.S. 957 (1968); Heath v. Zellmer, 151 N.W.2d 664 (Wis. 1967); see also Borchers,
supra note 1, at 370-72.

136 Friedrich Juenger, Choice of Law in Interstate Torts, 118 U. PA. L. REV. 202, 230-33
(1969).
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orthodoxies, new and old.' 37 Juenger's advocacy of the "better law"
approach is purer than Leflar's because of Leflar's "grudging" inclu-
sion of the "governmental interest" factor in his list. 3

1 As Juenger
notes in his new book-advocating what he calls a "teleological" or
"substantive" approach-consideration of the merits of the compet-
ing rules, although considered "radical" in the United States, dates
back to the twelfth century in Europe.' 39

Professor Ehrenzweig arguably belongs in the pragmatic camp as
well. Although he had a much greater attraction to Currie's theories
than Leflar or Juenger,'" Ehrenzweig advocated a "rule of valida-
tion" in contract cases. 4' Under this approach, which he also argued
was an accurate description of what most courts do, a court should
uphold a contract if valid under the law of any state with which it
has a substantial connection. 42 This rule can hardly be explained by
any desire to cater to the "interests" of the concerned states, and
Currie disapproved of it. 143 But such a rule can be justified nicely on
the pragmatic, substantive ground that contracts normally should be
upheld because valid contracts fulfill party expectations and make
for more efficient commerce. 44 Ehrenzweig also justified his prefer-
ence for forum law on the practical ground that it would allow plain-
tiffs to forum shop around substandard tort rules."45

Other writers, although generally working within another theoreti-
cal framework, have allowed substantive considerations to influence
them. To mention a few: Professor Singer employs the "better law"

factor as a consideration. 46 Professor McDougal suggests the applica-
tion of a substantially uniform new lex mercatoria to international
transactions and overt consideration of substantive values. 4 7 Profes-
sor McLaughlin has been engaged in a campaign to convince the

" Id. at 219-20.
138 Id. at 214.
139 JUENGER, supra note 19, at 12.
140 ALBERT A. EHRENZWEIG, A TREATISE ON THE CONFLICT OF LAWS 348-51 (1962).
'4, Id. at 467 ("[I]t is obviously demanded by common sense.").

"' Id. at 458-67.
'4 CURRIE, supra note 6, at 77-127.
'4' EHRENZWEIG, supra note 140, at 459, 465-67.
"' Albert A. Ehrenzweig, A Proper Law in a Proper Forum:'A "Restatement" of the "Lex

Fori Approach," 18 OKLA. L. REV. 340, 350-52 (1965).
14 Joseph W. Singer, A Pragmatic Guide to Conflicts, 70 B.U. L. REV. 731, 735 (1990)

("[TIhere is no way to determine the basic policy of an entire field of law ... without making
value judgments about which substantive policies should be favored . ); Joseph W. Singer,
Real Conflicts, 69 B.U. L. REV. 1 (1989).
... E.g., Luther L. McDougal, III, "Private" International Law: lus Gentium Versus Choice

of Law Rules or Approaches, 38 AM. J. COMP. L. 521 (1990); Luther L. McDougal, 11, Toward
Application of the Best Rule of Law in Choice of Law Cases, 35 MERCER L. REV. 483 (1984).
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West Virginia Supreme Court to abandon the First Restatement for
the Second, but largely on the grounds that the Second Restatement
has so much wiggle room that courts will have better luck avoiding
bad substantive results. 148

Some writers who operate basically within the framework of inter-
est analysis argue that courts should take into account substantive
considerations in certain kinds of cases. Russell Weintraub, in both
"true conflict" and "unprovided-for" cases (to use Currie's terminol-
ogy) would favor plaintiffs unless the rule is "anachronistic or aberra-
tional.' 1

1
9 Robert Sedler would resolve unprovided-for cases by use of

a "common policy" among the states favoring recovery, 150 which, as
others have pointed out, is essentially a way of resolving such cases in
favor of plaintiffs. 151 Professors von Mehren and Trautman advocate
preference for "emerging" over "regressive" or "anachronistic"
rules. "'52 Professor Louise Weinberg calls for a general "assimilat[ion]
to ordinary judicial process" in multistate cases. 15 3 She views the "ab-
errational" nature of forum law as relevant to the calculation, al-
though she advocates revision of forum law as the best solution in
most cases.154

Substantive preferences thus form part of the analysis for many
academics, although the majority will probably continue to doggedly
insist that they are irrelevant.' And, the First and Second Restate-
ments, and Currie-which together account for approximately forty-
two of the fifty-one United States jurisdictions' 5 6-purport to be
indifferent to them. But even within this unfriendly territory, the
careful observer can see substantive values lurking. One of the best
arguments in favor of the First Restatement was its relative simplic-
ity and uniformity, which is a virtue, at least where conduct regula-

348 E.g., James A. McLaughlin, Conflict of Laws: The Choice of Law Lex Loci Doctrine, the

Beguiling Appeal of a Dead Tradition (pt. 1), 93 W. VA. L. REV. 957 (1991).
WEINTRAUB, supra note 7, at 360.

ISo Robert A. Sedler, Professor Juenger's Challenge to the Interest Analysis Approach to
Choice-of-Law: An Appreciation and a Response, 23 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 865, 886-87 (1990).
... See, e.g., Friedrich K. Juenger, Governmental Interests and Multistate Justice: A Reply

to Professor Sedler, 24 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 227, 236-37 (1990).
152 ARTHUR T. VON MEHREN & DONALD T. TRAUTMAN, THE LAW OF MULTISTATE PROBLEMS:

CASES AND MATERIALS ON CONFLICT OF LAWS 377, 394, 407-08 (1965).
Louise Weinberg, On Departing From Forum Law, 35 MERCER L. REV. 595, 626 (1984).

,6, Id. at 626-27.

.E.g., BRILMAYER, supra note 19, at 64-66; CURRIE, supra note 6, at 153. A recent article
goes so far as to argue that any such system is unconstitutional. Douglas Laycock, Equal Citi-
zens of Equal and Territorial States: The Constitutional Foundations of Choice of Law, 92
COLUM. L. REV. 249 (1992).

"' Borchers, supra note 1, at 370-72.
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tion is the issue. Beale justified his system not only by reference to
the hypothetical construct of vested rights, but also by reference to
this pragmatic need, particularly for commercial traders." 7 Moreover,
the First Restatement was not as blind to substance as advertised,
because it codified the ancient "public policy" escape device whereby
courts can refuse to apply obnoxious foreign rules. '58

The Second Restatement, although far more open-ended than the
First, retains some of its virtues of predictability. The Second
Restatement contains a substantial number of conduct-regulating
rules that fulfill pragmatic goals. To mention a few: section 193 pro-
vides that the construction and validity of insurance contracts are to
be governed by the law of the "insured risk," which means either its
situs (for immovables) or the insured's domicile (for movables).15 9

This rule is both easy to apply and intuitive. Section 196, which pro-
vides that service-including employment-contracts are to be gov-
erned by the law of the place of the employee's principal perform-
ance, shares these characteristics.160 Section 187 generally approves
the use of choice-of-law clauses in contracts, a device that undoubt-
edly frustrates state "interests" but makes eminent practical sense.1 6

1

Even Currie, probably the most vocal modern opponent of the use
of substantive preferences in choice of law, could not always avoid
them. In the course of postulating the equality of all state policies,
Currie was forced to admit-in the case of a conflict between New
York's policy of full recovery for wrongful death and Massachusetts'
anachronistic policy of a cap on damages-that "You and I know, of
course, which is the better law, which is the sounder policy, which is
the more deserving interest."' 62 Currie also recognized a distinction
between "rules of decision" and "rules of conduct," which corre-
sponds to the distinction between conduct regulation and loss alloca-
tion, although he was quite inconsistent in how he applied it.'6 3

Moreover, Currie apparently recognized that his system was so prone
to manipulation that courts would be able to implement substantive

's See supra note 29 and accompanying text.
158 RESTATEMENT OF CONFLICT OF LAWS § 612 (1934).
"o RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF THE CONFLICT OF LAWS § 193 (1969). "

160 Id. § 196.

'6' Id. § 187; see also Patrick J. Borchers, Choice of Law in the American Courts in 1992:
Observations and Reflections, 41 AM. J. CoMp. L. (forthcoming 1993).

162 CURRIE, supra note 6, at 705.
... Currie argued in the first chapter of his book that a rule that no contract could be formed

validly on a Sunday was a "rule of conduct." Id. at 69. But, without discussion of the point, he
assumed in his next chapter, that a rule of incapacity of married women was a rule of decision.
Id. at 77-127.
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preferences without having to admit it. In fact, Currie even proposed
one such machination. When forced to consider a reverse-Babcock,64

scenario, Currie proposed that forum law still might be applied on
the grounds that the forum had an interest in protecting local medi-
cal creditors pressed into helping the victims at the scene of the
accident. 65

I do not wish to overstate the case, because it is my conclusion that
pragmatism is not the dominant academic tradition in the United
States. But substantive values in multistate cases are a bit like a herd
of elephants in the living room. Most would prefer to ignore them.
Their presence, however, is so overwhelming that there is no avoiding
them completely.

V. NEW YORK PRAGMATISM

As Professor Juenger once noted: "[T]he real clash is between a
result-conscious judiciary and scholars who are committed to one or
the other conflicts orthodoxy."16 6 In part, the experience of the New
York Court of Appeals supports that observation. Let us turn, then,
to the decisions of New York's high court to see how well they fit the
pragmatist model.

New York's high court began a series of pragmatic decisions with
Auten v. Auten1 6 7 in 1954. In Auten, the plaintiff was an English wo-
man who sought to enforce a separation agreement to which she and
her husband were parties, but to which he had never abided. Desper-
ate for money, the plaintiff filed for divorce in England, but this
strategy was unsuccessful. Eventually she came to New York to file
an action for back payments under the agreement, and he defended
on the grounds that the previously-filed English divorce action con-
stituted a repudiation. This apparently was a good defense under
New York, but not English, law. 68

"' For example, the factual situation presented in Kell v. Henderson, 270 N.Y.S.2d 552
(App. Div. 1966), in which two persons hailing from Ontario are engaged in a one car accident
in New York. In Babcock, with mirror image facts, the New York Court of Appeals avoided
application of Ontario's guest statute, largely on the grounds that the car was garaged and
registered in New York and both parties were domiciled there. Babcock v. Jackson, 191 N.E.2d
279 (N.Y. 1963). Faithful application in Kell presumably would have led to application of Onta-
rio's guest statute, although the court managed to avoid this result. Kell, 270 N.Y.S.2d at 553.

'" CURRIE, supra note 6, at 366, 369-70.
Friedrich K. Juenger, General Course on Private International Law, in IV RECUEIL DES

COURS: COLLECTED COURSES OF THE HAGUE ACADEMY OF INTERNATIONAL LAW 118, 254 (1986).
107 124 N.E.2d 99 (N.Y. 1954).

'e Id. at 100-01.
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Influenced by modern scholarship, the New York Court of Appeals
concluded that the First Restatement rules, particularly its approach
of giving effect to the lex loci contractus, were merely "presumptions
or guideposts." ' 9 Instead, the court decided, it would follow a
"grouping of contacts" or "center Of gravity" theory that would allow
it "to give effect to the probable intention of the parties and consid-
eration to 'whether one rule or the other produces the best practical
result.' 170 Under this theory, the court had no difficulty applying
English law to uphold the contract. The court placed emphasis on
the English origin of the contract, as well as its belief that the plain-
tiff could not "have intended to subject her rights under English law
to the law of a jurisdiction several thousand miles distant, with which
she had not the slightest familiarity. '171

Next, in Kilberg v. Northeast Airlines, Inc.,72 the New York Court
of Appeals brought some of this practical spirit to tort conflicts. The
plaintiff was the administrator of the estate of a New Yorker killed in
Massachusetts in the crash of an airplane flight from New York.
Massachusetts law-which would be applicable as the lex loci
delicti-limited recovery to $15,000, but the court allowed New
York's full recovery rule to apply. The high court nominally adhered
to the traditional approach, but allowed for extremely expansive ap-
plication of two escape devices-recharacterization' 73 and the public
policy reservation 17'-to invoke the preferable substantive rule. Both
of these were a severe departure from accepted practice. The
recharacterization' of the damage recovery issue as procedural was
doubtful because it is hard to imagine a more "substantive" matter
than the maximum amount of liability. The public policy reservation
was dubiously applied because this device had previously acted only
as a shield to keep out noxious foreign rules creating obligations.' 75

The Kilberg court, however, had more on its mind than faithful
application of vested rights precedent. First, the court noted that
"[m]odern conditions make it unjust and anomalous to subject the
traveling citizen of this State to the varying laws of other States

Id. at 101-02 (citing an essay by Cook and one, concerning Lorenzen, written by Harper).

17I Id. at 102 (quoting Swift & Co. v. Bankers Trust Co., 19 N.E.2d 992, 995 (N.Y. 1939)).

Id. at 103.
... 172 N.E.2d 526 (N.Y. 1961).
171 Id. at 529 ("It is open to us, therefore ... to treat the measure of damages in this case as

being a procedural or remedial question controlled by our own State policies.").
Id. at 528 ("For our courts to be limited by this damage ceiling ...is so completely

contrary to our public policy that we should refuse to apply that part of the Massachusetts law
. S. . g. ,N).

1711 See, e.g., Loucks v. Standard Oil Co., 120 N.E. 198 (N.Y. 1918) (Cardozo, J.).
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through and over which they move."'176 Second, the court noted that
the number of states adhering to the rule of limited damages was
dwindling, though not insignificant. 177 Finally, the court reasoned
that "[o]ur courts should if possible provide protection for our own
State's people against unfair and anachronistic treatment of the law-
suits which result from these disasters,""17 and referred to "arbi-
trary" limitations on recovery for death as "absurd and unjust.' ' 7 9

In 1963, in Babcock v. Jackson'80-the occasion for our- sympo-
sium-the New York Court of Appeals made clear that Auten and
Kilberg had wrought a fundamental change in New York conflicts
law. 8' But while Auten and Kilberg seemed intent on at least honor-
ing the First Restatement in the breach, the Babcock court decided
that no such pretense was necessary. In Babcock, a New York-
domiciled plaintiff (the passenger) sued another New Yorker (the
driver) for injuries sustained in a single-car collision in Ontario while
on a weekend trip. Ontario-the locus delicti-had a guest statute
that would have prevented recovery entirely; New York law allowed
recovery on a showing of ordinary negligence.

The Babcock court framed the question in terms of whether to
abandon "invariable" application of the law of the place of the
tort,'82 and answered it affirmatively in an opinion replete with cita-
tion to modern scholarship.8 3 Citing realist Hessel Yntema, the court
scorned the lex loci delicti rule for deciding cases " 'upon generalities
which do not state the practical considerations involved.'"184 The
court leaned heavily on Kilberg's indictment of the traditional rule
for producing "unjust" results and resulting in "'unfair and anachro-
nistic treatment'" of New Yorkers.' 5 Accordingly, the court decided
to borrow Auten's "center of gravity" formula from contracts and ap-
ply it to torts. 88

"7 Kilberg v. Northeast Airlines, Inc., 172 N.E.2d 526, 527 (N.Y. 1961).
177 Id.

, Id. at 527-28.
Id. at 528 (quoting Medinger v. Brooklyn Heights R.R., 39 N.Y.S. 613, 616 (1896) (Hatch,

J.) (discussing the New York legislature's rejection of damage recovery limitations)).
,80 191 N.E.2d 279 (N.Y. 1963).
"' Id. at 282-83.
"s Id. at 280-81.
"' E.g., id. at 281, nn. 3-4.
"' Id. at 281 (quoting Hessel E. Yntema, The Hornbook Method and the Conflict of Laws,

37 YALE L.J. 468, 482-83 (1928)).
'8 Id. at 282 (quoting Kilberg v. Northeast Airlines, Inc., 172 N.E.2d 526, 528 (N.Y. 1961)

(Desmond, C.J.)).
'88 Id. at 283.
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As has been pointed out elsewhere, Babcock has something for ev-
eryone. 8 7 For example, when the court leaned heavily on the com-
mon New York domicile of the parties, and spoke of vindicating the
"interests" of New York and Ontario as the "concerned" jurisdic-
tions, it employed rhetoric and an approach fully consistent with
Currie's. 188 For, proponents of the Second Restatement, there were
citations to its eighth tentative draft and references to its "most sig-
nificant relationship" formula. 8 9

But for one inclined to look for the pragmatic considerations, there
was encouragement as well. There were multiple references to the
need to do "justice" in the case, and a reiteration of the Auten
court's desire to seek "[j]ustice, fairness and 'the best practical re-
sult.' "190 Moreover, Babcock drew the essential division between con-
duct regulation and loss allocation, stating that it was "hardly neces-
sary" to note that Ontario's rules of the road would still govern.' 9 ' In
a telling passage at the end of the majority opinion, the court de-
fended its decision to abandon the traditional approach by explaining
that "the question has never been presented in so stark a manner as
in the case before us with a statute so unique as Ontario's.'' 92 In a
footnote, the court noted that even Ontario's sister provinces had
shown considerable disdain for this particular product of the
legislature.'

The Auten-Kilberg-Babcock trilogy is not free from ambiguity and
misleading rhetoric, but from the pragmatist vantage point these
three cases represent the high point of New York conflicts doctrine.
First, unlike some of the cases that were to follow, these cases took
account of substantive values. All three decisions were candid in their
evaluation of the merits of the competing rules. Second, and not co-
incidentally, all three decisions reached the correct result. In Auten,
the only way to vindicate reasonable expectations was to enforce the
agreement; in Kilberg and Babcock, the only way to avoid an unjust
and anachronistic allocation-of the loss was to refuse to apply the law
of the place of the injury. Third, these three decisions recognized
that substantive values change as the subject matter changes. Al-

... Comments on Babcock v. Jackson, A Recent Development in Conflict of Laws, 63 COLUM.
L. REV. 1212 (1963). The contributors were David F. Cavers, Elliott E. Cheatham, Brainerd
Currie, Albert A. Ehrenzweig, Robert A. Leflar, and Willis L.M. Reese.
" Babcock v. Jackson, 191 N.E.2d 279, 283-84 (N.Y. 1963).
,89 Id.

Id. at 283 (citing Swift & Co. v. Bankers Trust Co., 19 N.E.2d 992, 995 (N.Y. 1939)).
,,' Id. at 284.

Id. at 285 (emphasis added).
'9' Id. at 285 n.13.
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though the court struggled to find a common metaphor to explain its
approach-and finally settled on "center of gravity"-it was con-
scious in Auten that validation was a dominant consideration, while
in Kilberg and Babcock it was fair allocation that was at the
forefront.

Since then, the results have been mixed. Almost immediately after
Babcock, New York's high court appeared to suffer from vertigo. In
Dym v. Gordon,94 a decision barely (if at all) distinguishable from
Babcock," 5 the court applied Colorado's (the accident state's) guest
statute despite the New York domicile of both plaintiff and defend-
ant. A year later, however, in a case barely (if at all) distinguishable
from Dym, the court followed Babcock and refused to apply the locus
delicti's guest statute.' These sudden changes in direction led Pro-
fessor Rosenberg to assert that "[a] New York lawyer with a guest
statute case has more need of an ouija board today than a copy of
Shepard's citations.'1 7 Shortly thereafter, in a non-guest-statute
case, Miller v. Miller,9

8 the court seemed to regain its footing and
refused to apply Maine's "absurd and unjust" $20,000 limitation on
wrongful death recovery. Finally, in Tooker v. Lopez, 99 the court
overruled Dym and held that a common New York domicile of the
parties is controlling in guest statute cases.

The court's inability to find any clear organizing principle for these
decisions led it to an unfortunate return to formalism in an opinion
that is now the most important in New York conflicts jurisprudence.
In Neumeier v. Kuehner,00 the court faced a new factual permuta-
tion. In this case the defendant was a New Yorker, the plaintiff from
Ontario, and the accident in Ontario. Since Babcock, Ontario had

.modified, but not repealed, its guest statute. The court articulated

194 209 N.E.2d 792 (N.Y. 1965), overruled by Tooker v. Lopez, 249 N.E.2d 394 (N.Y. 1969).

"' The only possibly material factual differences were that Dym involved a two-car, and
Babcock a one-car, crash, and that in Dym the relationship between the plaintiff and defendant
was formed in the accident state (Colorado), while in Babcock it was not.

"' Macey v. Rozbicki, 221 N.E.2d 380 (N.Y. 1966). Macey's only conceivable distinction from
Dym was that the relationship between the plaintiff and defendant-they were sisters-was
formed in New York, not the situs of the accident, which was Ontario.

"I Maurice Rosenberg, Two Views on Kell v. Henderson: An Opinion for the New York
Court of Appeals, 67 COLuM. L. REv. 459, 460 (1967). Kell was a case that was a perfect mirror
image of Babcock-two natives of Ontario involved in a one car collision in New York-in
which the appellate division's Third Department applied New York law notwithstanding
Babcock's apparent emphasis on the domicile of the parties. Kell v. Henderson, 270 N.Y.S.2d
552 (App. Div. 1966).

111 237 N.E.2d 877 (N.Y. 1968).

'" 249 N.E.2d 394 (N.Y. 1969).
00 286 N.E.2d 454 (N.Y. 1972).
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three rules which reduce to the following: "In guest statute cases, the
lex loci delicti will govern, unless the parties have a common domi-
cile in a state other than the site of the accident, in which case the
law of the common domicile applies."2 °1 Because the parties did not
have a'common domicile, the Neumeier court applied Ontario's guest
statute. 202 In a brief opinion written a few years after Neumeier, the
court made clear what should have been obvious already: "lex loci
delicti remains the general rule in tort cases to be displaced only in
extraordinary circumstances. 20 3 In New York, "[tihe mountains la-
bored mightily only to give birth to a mouse."204

Since the Neumeier decision, two phenomena have occurred. The
first is that the New York Court of Appeals has essentially stepped
out of this area. The second is that Neumeier's rules have come to
dominate New York jurisprudence.

The interval between 1978-when the court made clear that lex
loci delicti remained the basic tort rule-and the present produced
only one major (and extremely unfortunate) conflicts opinion.2 5 In
Schultz v. Boy Scouts of America, Inc.,2"6 a New Jersey family
brought an action arising from sexual molestation of two young boys
by a scout leader (who was also a Franciscan Brother) while on a
scout camping trip in New York. The molestation was so traumatic

201 Cf. Harold L. Korn, The Choice-of-Law Revolution: A Critique, 83 COLUM. L. REV. 772

(1983) (concluding that New York's approach amounts essentially to a common domicile excep-
tion to the lex loci delicti).

202 Neumeier, 286 N.E.2d at 458.
202 Cousins v. Instrument Flyers, Inc., 376 N.E.2d 914, 915 (N.Y. 1978) (citation omitted).
2"4 Friedrich K. Juenger, Conflict of Laws: A Critique of Interest Analysis, 32 AM. J. CoMP.

L. 1, 44 (1984).
20. After this conference, the Court of Appeals decided Cooney v. Osgood Mach., Inc., 612

N.E.2d 277 (N.Y. 1993). Cooney involved a contribution action by a New York manufacturer of
a defective industrial machine against a Missouri employer. The Missouri employer interposed
the exclusion remedy of workers' compensation as a defense. Missouri recognizes this defense in
contribution actions, New York does not.

Following Schultz and Neumeier, the Court of Appeals applied Missouri law because of the
parties' split domiciles and the Missouri situs of the accident. Cooney, however, is a vast im-
provement on Schultz. Whereas the Schultz majority was willfully blind to the result, the
Cooney court refused to apply New York law in part because it would have frustrated the
expectations of the Missouri employer. In an important footnote, the Court of Appeals also
relied upon the out-of-step nature of the New York rule: "New York law permitting contribu-
tion against an employer is clearly a minority view [citation omitted]. A result that might im-
pose New York law on the carefully structured workers' compensation schemes of other
states-especially when the accident occurred there-is undesirable." Cooney, 612 N.E.2d at
283 n.2.

This analysis reflects a strong sense of the underlying values. The Court's candid statement
that its own rule is a minority one of doubtful wisdom, and therefore deserves limited applica-
tion, is a refreshing improvement on Schultz.

206 480 N.E.2d 679 (N.Y. 1985).
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that the older boy later took his own life. The plaintiffs sued the Boy
Scouts-a New Jersey corporation that moved its offices to Texas af-
ter the event but before the litigation-and the Franciscan Broth-
ers-a corporation centered in Ohio-for negligent hiring and
supervision. 2°7

Remarkably, five judges signed a majority opinion excusing both
defendants from liability under New Jersey's rule of charitable im-
munity. First, the court extended the Neumeier rules from guest
statutes (which had pretty well disappeared from American tort law
by then) to all loss allocating tort rules. '08 Second, apparently over-
ruling Miller,0 9 the court held that the New Jersey home of the Boy
Scouts, not its after-acquired Texas center, was relevant.10 Third,
applying the portion of the Neumeier rules requiring application of
the law of any common domicile, the court held that New Jersey's
charitable immunity rule must apply with regard to the Boy
Scouts. 1 ' Fourth, invoking an "escape clause" in the Neumeier rules,
the court held that the charitable immunity rule also protected the
Franciscan Brothers even though that corporation did not share a
domicile with the plaintiffs and the locus delicti was New York.212

Schultz is a troubling decision, both because of the awful result it
reaches and the opportunities the New York Court of Appeals had to
avoid the outcome. As Judge Jasen pointed out in a bewildered dis-
sent, the court easily could have taken the view that the tort
rules-especially New York's rule denying immunity--were primarily
conduct-regulating, and thus most sensibly governed by the place of
the conduct. 13 Moreover, faithful application of the Neumeier rules
would have led to the application of New York law. Miller counseled
taking into account a post-event move, which would have led to the
conclusion that the parties had diverse domiciles. In the absence of a
common domicile, Neumeier counsels application of the lex loci
delicti. As Judge Jasen pointed out, the record refuted the majority's

207 Id. at 680-81.
208 Id. at 686 ("Nor is there any logical basis for distinguishing guest statutes from other loss-

distributing rules .... 1").
20. Miller v. Miller, 237 N.E.2d 877 (N.Y. 1968).
20 Schultz, 480 N.E.2d at 682. The court purported to distinguish the Miller case on

grounds that the Boy Scouts did not move to an interested state in Schultz, as the party did in
Miller. Beyond this, the Schultz court failed to offer any rationale for rejecting Miller's recog-
nition of postaccident change of domicile. Thus, it appears that Miller has been overruled by
Schultz, or at the least it has been severely limited to those cases where the postaccident move
is to the plaintiff's domicile and forum state.

21 Id. at 685-86.
21 Id. at 687.
213 Id. at 690-92 (Jasen, J., dissenting).
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dismissal of the New York events as "isolated and infrequent" be-
cause the connection with New York-the camping trip-was delib-
erate and substantial." 4

Beyond that, however, Schultz illustrates that New York has fallen
away from the pragmatist ideal. Although the high court is doing a'
reasonable job articulating workable rules of choice in conduct regu-
lation,115 a new formalism has taken over in loss allocation. Essen-
tially, New York choice of law has seen three periods. First was a
period of "old formalism" epitomized by the First Restatement. Sec-
ond was a pragmatic, transitional period beginning around the time
of Auten, peaking perhaps with Babcock, and ending with Neumeier.
Currently we are in a period of "new formalism," dominated by
Neumeier, of which Schultz is a leading example.

My fond hope on Babcock's 30th birthday is that the New York
Court of Appeals, and other state courts, will rediscover it. And by
rediscovery I do not mean merely including it in a string citation, for
Babcock surely still commands at least that.2"6 I mean real redis-
covery in the sense of unearthing Babcock's pragmatic foundation
and recalling, as the Babcock court did, that the judicial process is,
after all, a search for justice.

VI. CONCLUSION

Choice of law in the United States continues to be dominated by
two orthodoxies: Beale's system, which was codified in the First Re-
statement, and interest analysis. The first has its roots in natural
law, the second in positivism. A jurisprudential realignment away
from natural law and positivism to realism,,or perhaps more* accu-
rately "pragmatism," yields some fruitful avenues of inquiry. The
most fruitful of these is that the gulf between "substantive values,"
which admittedly dominate local litigation, and "conflicts" values, is
a figment of our collective imagination. This leads to the conclusion
that in multistate cases courts should choose the most just. of the
available loss-allocation rules, but in the area of conduct regulation
they should announce narrow, hard and fast rules designed to vindi-
cate party expectations. Although this approach, which I call "con-
flicts pragmatism" is not the dominant approach among academics,
there is a discernable pragmatic undercurrent in much scholarship.

23 Id. at 693 (Jasen, J., dissenting).
216 E.g., Istim, Inc. v. Chemical Bank, 581 N.E.2d 1042 (N.Y. 1991) (validity of attorney's lien

governed by situs of res).
2,6 E.g., Schultz, 480 N.E.2d at 683.
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Moreover, while pragmatism is currently not the dominant motif in
New York conflicts jurisprudence, it once dominated, and hopefully
will again dominate, the New York Court of Appeals' approach.


